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Abstract—The emerging Internet-of-Things (IoT) are vulnerable to Sybil attacks where attackers can manipulate fake identities
or abuse pseudoidentities to compromise the effectiveness of the
IoT and even disseminate spam. In this paper, we survey Sybil
attacks and defense schemes in IoT. Specifically, we first define
three types Sybil attacks: SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3 according to the
Sybil attacker’s capabilities. We then present some Sybil defense
schemes, including social graph-based Sybil detection (SGSD),
behavior classification-based Sybil detection (BCSD), and mobile
Sybil detection with the comprehensive comparisons. Finally, we
discuss the challenging research issues and future directions for
Sybil defense in IoT.
Index Terms—Behavior classification, Internet of Things (IoT),
mobile social network, social network, Sybil attack.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET-OF-THINGS (IoT), which can expand the
traditional Internet to a ubiquitous network connecting
objects in the physical world, starts an evolution to enhance the
interaction among people and the objects. With the embedded
sensors on objects, IoT can sense the information from the
environments, the objects and our body (via sensor network,
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technique, wearable devices, etc.) [1]–[3]. With the emerging wireless communication
techniques, such as short-range wireless communications and
WiFi, IoT can enable users to share information with others
[4], [5] in social network and the Internet of connected
vehicles [6], [7]. Furthermore, by integrating the sensing,
communication, and computation capabilities [8], [9], IoT can
offer diverse intelligent services [10] to form smart home [11],
smart grid [12]–[14], smart community [15], and smart city
[16], [17], as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, as the advancement
of IoT technology, these value-added applications flourish to
facilitate people to interact with objects, people, and the world,
and change the way we communicate with each other.
However, the emerging IoT is vulnerable to Sybil attacks
where attackers can manipulate fake identities [18]–[20] or
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Fig. 1. Overview of IoT.

abuse pseudoidentities to compromise the effectiveness of the
systems. In the presence of Sybil attacks, the IoT systems may
generate wrong reports, and users might receive spam and lose
their privacy. From a recent report [21] in 2012, a substantial
number of user accounts are confirmed as fake or Sybil
accounts in online social networks (OSNs), totally 76 million
(7.2%) in Facebook, and 20 million fake accounts created in
Twitter per week. These Sybil accounts not only spread spam
and advertisements, but also disseminate malware and fishing
websites to others to steal other users’ private information. In
addition, in a distributed vehicular communication system [22]
and mobile social systems [23], Sybil attackers generate biased
options with “legible” accounts. Without an effective detection
mechanism, the collective results will be easily manipulated
by the attackers. Since most Sybil attackers behave similarly to
normal users, to find out whether an account is Sybil or not is
extremely difficult, which makes Sybil defense of paramount
importance in the IoT.
Recent research efforts [24], [25] have been focused on
studying Sybil attacks and how to detect and defend them.
SybilGuard [24], a social graph (network)-based Sybil detection scheme, explores random walk to partition the whole
social graph into honest regions and Sybil one which contains
Sybil nodes within it. SybilGuard relies on the assumption
that Sybil nodes can only build a limited number of social
connections with the honest nodes. Alternatively, according
to different behaviors, such as clickstream, of normal and
Sybil users, a behavior classification-based Sybil detection
(BCSD) scheme is proposed in [26]. From the observation
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Fig. 2. IoT domains: sensing domain, social domain, and mobile domain.

of the clickstream, Sybil attackers have some specific click
patterns and purposely repeat them. Thus, it is effective to
detect Sybil attackers via machine learning on the clickstream.
Besides these solutions for online Sybil attacks, the Sybil
defense also plays the crucial role in mobile networks. In
[27], the mobile Sybil detection is exploited based on mobile
user’s friend and foe list. Mobile users can detect Sybil
attackers with the profile matching when they are encountered.
Liang et al. [23] explore local mobile user’s contact history
and trustworthiness to resist Sybil attackers when they are
uploading review comments. Particularly, in a mobile network,
mobile users cannot effectively detect Sybil attackers without
sufficient knowledge. Therefore, more research efforts are
necessary for the development of both online and mobile Sybil
detection and defense schemes in IoT.
In this paper, we survey the Sybil attacks and the corresponding defense schemes in IoT. Specifically, we first define
three types of Sybil attacks: SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3 to cover a
broad range of the existing Sybil attacks. SA-1 is considered
to have a limited number of connections with normal users
in the social graph, whereas SA-2 is considered to build
many such social connections. Therefore, SA-2 is difficult
to be distinguished by using social graph partition. SA-3 is
considered in mobile networks, where the social graph information is not available, and cannot be easily detected. We then
present three types of Sybil defense schemes: 1) social graphbased Sybil detection (SGSD); 2) behavior classification-based
Sybil defense; and 3) mobile Sybil defense (MSD). We also
discuss some challenging issues and potential solutions on
Sybil defense in IoT.
This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the IoT
applications and domains in Section II. Section III defines and
explains Sybil attacks in different categories. We then present
SGSD, BCSD, and MSD in Sections IV–VI, respectively.
Some future research directions are discussed in Section VII.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. I OT D OMAINS AND A PPLICATIONS
In this section, we present three domains of IoT according
to different IoT applications as follows.
A. Sensing Domain
One of the most value-added functionalities of IoT is to
sense the environments including the living environment [28]

and human body [29]–[31], enabling users to interact with the
physical world [32]. Thus, a large volume of embedded sensors
are deployed in the target area to monitor the environmental
conditions or human biologic information [33]. Collecting
these sensing data, the sink node (e.g., users or control center)
can analyze and dig out some inherent or latent information
as shown in Fig. 2. For example, smart meters are used to
measure the appliance usage or power condition of the building
or home area, and periodically send the power usage of
individual unit to the control center. According to the metering
data, the control center can effectively schedule the power
distribution to save the unnecessary energy consumption.
Wearable devices [34], [35] are taken by people to measure
the biological parameters, such as heart rate, blood pressure,
body temperature, oxygen saturation, blood volume index,
antiarrhythmic index, quality of sleep in the real-time pattern.
A sink node or controller (e.g., smartphones, control center)
collects all the sensing data and reports them for the system
decision and user’s control.
B. Social Domain
Different from sensing domain aiming at environmental
monitoring, social domain provides the IoT applications to
facilitate the social interaction among users [36]–[38]. Driven
by the similar interests shown in Fig. 2, users could form
virtual online community or society to exchange information
and share multimedia resources. Generally, users in social
domain have the Internet access and can interact with both
the online servers and other users. Users in social domain
can search the desirable content, catch the breaking news, and
share information or content with their social friends.
C. Mobile Domain
In mobile domain, users may not always have the Internet
access due to the constraints of the Internet coverage and
user mobility. However, users can take the advantage of their
mobility to interact with others in the physical proximity
and share their interests in a device-to-device pattern by
using short-range wireless communications, bluetooth, WiFi,
etc. [39], [40]. These features can also provide ubiquitous
IoT applications, such as mobile social network (MSN)
[41], vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), and delay tolerant
network.
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Fig. 3. Three types of Sybil attacks: SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3.

III. S YBIL ATTACKS
Sybil attacks exist in the IoT to maliciously manipulate the
systems. In this section, we define three types of Sybil attacks.
At the beginning, we present the social graph model. Suppose
an undirect social graph denoted as G with n honest nodes H
and totally m edges. Sybil nodes are denoted as S. In the social
graph, we use node to represent user, identity, or account in
the real network. The edge between every pair of two nodes is
weighted by their social relationships. An attack edge AG is
the edge connecting an honest node and a Sybil one, as shown
in Fig. 3. Note that in some literatures [24] and [25], social
network refers to the undirect social graph G.
A. SA-1 Sybil Attacks
The SA-1 attackers usually build connections within the
Sybil community as shown in Fig. 3, i.e., Sybil nodes tightly
connect with other Sybil nodes. However, the SA-1’s capability of building social connections with honest nodes is
not strong. In other words, the number of social connections
between Sybil nodes and honest ones is limited, i.e., in Fig. 3,
the number of SA-1 attack edges is limited.
The SA-1 attackers usually exist in sensing domain and
social domain, i.e., OSN, voting [42], or mobile sensing
systems [43]. The main goal is to manipulate the overall option
or popularity. For example, in an online voting system, SA-1
can illegally forge a massive number of identities to act as
normal users and submit the votes with the biased options.
The final voting result might be manipulated by the SA-1
attackers, since a considerable portion of votes are from the
SA-1 attackers. Similarly, in mobile sensing system, SA-1
can forge the false sensing data and indirectly change the
aggregated data. Therefore, in some cases, the behaviors of
Sybil attackers are indistinguishable from the normal users.
B. SA-2 Sybil Attacks
SA-2 attackers usually exist in social domain. Unlike SA-1,
SA-2 is able to build the social connections not only among
Sybil identities but also with the normal users. In other

Fig. 4. Online social networking behaviors and transition probabilities of
Sybil attackers and normal users. (a) State transitions for a Sybil user.
(b) State transitions for a normal user.

words, the capability of SA-2 is strong to mimic the normal
user’s social structures from the perspective of social graph.
Therefore, the number of attack edges is large.
The goal of SA-2 is to disseminate spam, advertisements,
and malware; steal and violate user’s privacy; and maliciously
manipulate the reputation system. For example, in OSNs,
SA-2 can forge the profiles and friend list as normal users,
but purposely spread spam, advertisements, and malware.
In addition, SA-2 could generate plenty of positive review
comments in a service evaluation system to exaggerate the
advantages of service, or generate many negative comments
to underestimate services. Obviously, SA-2 would focus
on some specific behaviors and repeat them in the high
frequency. In Fig. 4, the behaviors of SA-2 and normal ones
can be modeled as a Markov chain [44].
C. SA-3 Sybil Attacks
There are SA-3 Sybil attackers in mobile networks (i.e.,
mobile domain). The primary goal of SA-3 is similar to that of
SA-2. However, the impact of SA-3 may be in a local area or
within a short period. Due to the dynamics of mobile networks,
mobile users cannot keep connections with others for the long
time, or the connections are intermittent. Furthermore, the
centralized authority cannot exist in mobile networks at all
the time. Thus, unlike that in the online system, the social
relationships, global social structure, topology, and historical
behavior patterns in mobile networks are not easy to obtain for
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TABLE I
S YBIL ATTACKS

Sybil defense toward SA-3. The mobility and lack of global
information result in difficulties in SA-3 defense compared
with the defense on SA-1 and SA-2. In Table I, we compare
different types of Sybil attacks.
IV. S OCIAL G RAPH -BASED S YBIL D ETECTION
In this section, we present the SGSD schemes. The goal of
SGSD is to enable the known honest node H to either label any
other node S as “Sybil” or “honest,” or detect SA-1 according
to community detection. Consequently, there are basically two
types of SGSD: social network-based Sybil detection (SNSD)
and social community-based detection (SCSD), respectively.
A. Social Network-Based Sybil Defense
SNSD is a kind of Sybil defenses based on “social network,”
which is a social structure linking social relationships among
nodes. Sociology theory [45] is a useful tool to investigate
the social relationships among users. In this section, the
term “social network” indicates the user’s social graph and
structure, which can reflect user’s social relationships and the
social trustworthiness [46], [47] among users. Leveraging the
“social network” structure, Yu et al. [24] propose a famous
SNSD scheme, SybilGuard, based on random walk [48], [49].
Before the explanation of the detailed SybilGuard, we give an
assumption as follows.
Assumption 1: Although the Sybil nodes can tightly connect
with other Sybil ones, the number of social connections among
Sybil nodes and honest ones is limited.
SybilGuard relies on Assumption 1, and each node detects
the Sybil one in a distributed manner. Specifically, a node with
degree R generates totally R random routes starting from itself
along its edges with a fixed length L. If a route reaches a
known honest node, it is verified by this known honest node.
Particularly, a Sybil node S may be accepted as a verified
one (i.e., the route from S to H is called verifier) if one of
the routes from S reaches the known honest node V . Then,
given a threshold T  R, S could be accepted as an honest
node when more than T routes from S are verified. With
Assumption 1, the limited number of attack edges makes the
number of verifiers greater than T if T is properly selected.
For example, if there are totally X attack edges, the number
of Sybil groups
√ is bounded by X. From [50], it is proved
that T = Θ( n log n) could be sufficiently large for the
honest nodes passing the random walk detection. In addition,

security schemes are adopted to ensure the authenticity of
the nodes and routes. Every pair of directly connected two
nodes (i.e., one-hop neighbors) negotiates a shared key on the
edge. Message authentication code (MAC) is used for each
node to verify the other one. Furthermore, every generated
random route should be registered with an unforgeable token
(witness table) including all L nodes on the route so that
the attackers cannot deny the connections and forge the route
information.
The correctness of SybilGuard relies on the fast-mixing
property of the social graph. The mixing time t of a social
graph indicates how fast the ending point of a random walk
algorithm achieves the stationary distribution. Here, in a social
graph, if the ending point distribution is independent on the
starting point as L → ∞, it is the stationary distribution [24].
If the mixing time is Θ(t), the graph is fast
√ mixing. When a
n log n), there are
random
walk
with
the
length
of
L
=
Θ(
√
Θ( n) samples that are independent on the starting point. The
probability that a Sybil node is accepted by the known honest
node [i.e., both the Sybil node and the honest one select the
same edge (e.g., attack edge) in the random route] follows the
Birthday Paradox [51]. This collision probability is


1
Prob(Collision) = 1 − 1 − √
m

√m
.

(1)

Therefore, SybilGuard has a high probability to detect SA-1
according to random walk.
To enhance SybilGuard, Yu et al. [25] propose another
defense scheme, called SybilLimit, with the near-optimal
√ guarantees. In SybilLimit, each node generates R = Θ( m) random routes with length L = Θ(log n). Using the random walk
algorithm [52], the Sybil or honest nodes can be determined,
which is similar to SybilGuard. Different from SybilGuard,
SybilLimit leverages the intersections on edges instead of
vertex (node), and performs short random routes with multiple
independent instances of random walk. SybilLimit accepts
O(log n) Sybil nodes
√ per attack edge, while this number in
SybilGuard is O( n log n) [25], [53]. Both SybilGuard and
SybilLimit are based on Assumption 1.
To understand the properties of social structures, Alvisi
et al. [54] investigate several structural properties of social
graphs including popularity distribution [55], small world
property [45], clustering coefficient [56], and conductance
[57], and observe that the conductance which is related to
the mixing time of a random walk is more resilient in
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Sybil defense compared with the other properties. Note that
popularity distribution among the nodes follows a powerlaw or log-normal distribution. Small world property indicates
that the distance between any two nodes is small. Clustering
coefficient is a parameter that reflects the closeness of nodes
within a social network. The conductance C(S) reflects the
mixing time, which indicates the minimum length of a random
, where Sout denotes the number of edges
walk. C(S) = SSout
in
that are out from S and Sin denotes the number of edges
within S. If the conductance is low, the mixing time is high.
In [54], it is proved that for the first three properties, the
number of edges that Sybil attackers need to generate to
launch Sybil attacks is 0 or 1, whereas this number for the
C(S)m
. Sybil attackers have to
property of conductance is log(C(S))
consume more resources to compete with the conductancebased Sybil detection schemes. Therefore, it validates the
effectiveness of SybilLimit [25], which utilizes conductance
to detect Sybil nodes. In addition, a concept of perfect attack
is introduced to explain an undetectable attack that draws
some honest nodes in the social network into Sybil region,
without impact on the whole social network. In other words,
when a Sybil node joins the social network and sets up many
connections with the honest nodes, it is not easy to detect
such an attacker as well. The attack edge is a metric to
evaluate the attacker’s capability to launch a perfect attack.
To resist the strong Sybil attacks, in [54], an SoK defense
scheme is proposed exploiting conductance to enable honest
users to build a white-list which contains a set of nodes ranked
associated with their trustworthiness. The SoK is more robust
compared with other SNSD schemes, such as SybilGuard and
SybilLimit.
Recently, there are many other research efforts on SNSD.
Cao et al. [58] propose SybilRank to help the centralized
OSN servers or operators to detect Sybil attacks through
ranking nodes according to their perceived likelihood of being
Sybils. SybilRank aims to reduce the computation overhead
and achieve the scalability of the Sybil detection in a large
scale OSN. Danezis and Mittal [59] explore a probabilistic
model of honest node’s social network and propose a Bayesian
inference approach to divide the whole social graph into Sybil
and honest regions. Another Sybil defense [60] adopts the
principle of privilege attenuation [61] for SNSD to prevent
malicious Sybil attackers adding or removing edges in the
social graph without employing social engineering, especially
for collusion attack. To further enhance SybilLimit, Tran
et al. [62] propose a Sybil detection scheme, Gatekeeper, to
achieve optimization for the case of O(1) attack edges and
guarantee only O(1) Sybil identities. A multisource ticket distribution algorithm facilitates Gatekeeper for node admission
control.
A state-of-the-art tendency for SNSD is to explore trustworthiness to establish social graph and detect SA-1. SybilFence
[63] leverages users’ negative feedbacks on Sybil attackers
and adjusts the edge weight in the social graph. For example,
if a user ui receives negative comments from others, ui ’s
edge weights are reduced correspondingly. With the directed
social graph, SA-1 can be better detected. SumUp [42], an
SNSD scheme for the vote aggregation problem in an online
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content rating system, also relies on credit network [46],
[64] among nodes. SumUp leverages online user’s voting
history in order to restrict the attacker’s voting capability
if he continuously misbehaves. In SumUp, a trusted node
computes a set of max-flow paths on the trusted graph and
then aggregates the votes. It allows the votes from the trusted
users to be effectively aggregated, whereas limits the votes
from untrusted users. Canal [65] is similar to SumUp. With
a credit payment mechanism in a large scale network, Canal
enhances the establishment of social graph and is compatible
to the existing SNSD. Delaviz et al. [66] propose a trust and
credit-based Sybil detection scheme, SybilRes, which adopts
a local subjective weighted directed graph to indicate user’s
data transfer activities. When a user ui uploads data, the edge
weight on the path from ui to the downloader is reduced. To
maintain the edge weight of honest users, after downloading,
the downloader increases the weights of the edges on the paths
from the uploader ui to itself. Then, Sybil users could be
detected by using the sophisticated SNSD. Mohaisen et al. [67]
also explore the trust to form the social graph. They rely on the
observation that nodes trust themselves more than others, and
the trustworthiness on other nodes are not uniformly equal.
Then, they leverage differential trust in the social graph to
filter weak trust edges and model trustworthiness by biasing
random walks. Unlike the basic SNSD [24], [25], these trustbased SNSD schemes [66], [67] leverage trustworthiness to
build a directed social graph rather than the original undirected
social graph for random walk Sybil detection. Since this
enhancement relies on a practical assumption that the honest
nodes would not provide high trust on the unknown (or Sybil)
nodes, the attack edges could be filtered to guarantee the
SNSD accuracy. In summary, the trustworthiness or credit can
enhance the establishment of the social graph and restrict Sybil
attackers to build connections with normal users so that the
detection accuracy can be improved.
B. Social Community-Based Sybil Detection
SCSD explores social community detection to facilitate
Sybil detection. The possibility of using social community
detection algorithms to detect SA-1 is validated in [68]. In
[68], Viswanath et al. first analyze the SNSD schemes and
summarizes them to a ranking problem. Since the SNSD
schemes usually partition Sybil nodes and honest ones into two
parts: Sybil region and honest one, these would be viewed as
a graph partitioning problem. For these SNSD schemes, each
unknown node is ranked according to its social connections
with the known trusted nodes. Then, different parameters (i.e.,
thresholds) are selected to divide the social graph into two
partitions. These parameters determine the boundary of the
partition, or “cutoff.” The ranking of nodes is toward the
direction of reduced conductance. In other words, the nodes
tightly connected with the known trusted ones (e.g., lower
conductance) would score higher in the ranking. Furthermore,
the ranking algorithms significantly impact on the ranking
results and the Sybil partition. At the same time, another
problem comes out: if a node slightly connects with the
current known trusted nodes, it is more likely to be detected
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON ON S OCIAL G RAPH -BASED S YBIL D ETECTION

as a Sybil node no matter how tightly it connects with
other unknown trusted nodes. In other words, when there are
multiple social communities in the graph, it is inefficient and
ineffective to detect Sybil nodes only through social network
partition. Therefore, leveraging community detection to detect
Sybil nodes becomes promising and could enhance the Sybil
detection accuracy.
SybilDefender [69] is a typical SCSD scheme, which relies
on performing a limited number of random walks for Sybil
identification and community detection. Sybil identification
can detect whether a node is Sybil or not, similar to the existing SNSD schemes. After the Sybil identification, a community detection algorithm is adopted to detect the neighboring
Sybil nodes around the detected Sybil one. Furthermore, an
efficient combination of Sybil identification and community
detection facilitates SybilDefender to further reduce the computation overhead. In addition, due to the observation that
a portion of OSN relationships among users are untrusted
[55], SybilDefender also includes a mechanism to limit the
number of attack edges. This attack edge limiting mechanism
enables users to rate their friend’s relationships as “Friend”
or “Stranger”. The attack edges could be further removed
since Sybil attackers are probably “Stranger” from the view of
normal users. Note that SybilShield relies on Assumption 1.
Cai and Jermaine [70] leverage the latent community model
and machine learning to detect Sybil attacks, enabling that
the tightly interconnected communities are connected more
closely than the one loosely connected. Even though some
certain communities are compromised by Sybil attackers, the
attack communities can also be detected via the transitivity
of the latent community model. By using multicommunity
social network structure, Shi et al. [71] propose SybilShield,
an agent-aided SCSD scheme. SybilShield also leverages trust
relationships among users to form the social graph. However,
due to the fact that two honest nodes belonging to the two
different social communities may not tightly connect with each
other, SybilShield exploits the agents and ensures the honest
nodes tightly connect with other honest ones. In [71], the first
random walk is adopted as SybilGuard. Then, some agents
of a verifier are selected to run a second round of random
walk, called agent walk, where the agents traverse all of the
verifier’s edges to confirm the suspect nodes. SybilShield relies
on Assumption 2.
Assumption 2: Sybil nodes cannot tightly connect with
honest nodes in the multiple honest communities since honest
nodes would not trust Sybil ones. Honest nodes can tightly
inter-connect with others in the honest community.
With a friend invitation graph built according to user’s
befriending interactions (invite or accept friends), VoteTrust

[72], a novel SCSD scheme, leverages a trust-based vote
assignment, and global vote aggregation to estimate the probability of a Sybil attacker. VoteTrust combines the social graph
structure and user’s feedback (accept or reject friend requests)
to establish a directed graph. It bases on an assumption that
the Sybil users cannot receive more than a certain number of
friend requests from normal users. The global aggregation of
the votes for every node can be used to estimate its global
rating. With this two-way (voting and feedback) mechanism
(e.g., in a directed graph), Sybil detection would be more
effective compared others schemes.
In Table II, we compare the SGSD schemes with respect to
preliminary techniques, assumption, decentralized properties,
etc. A tendency is to explore trustworthiness to facilitate the
Sybil detection to SA-1.
V. B EHAVIOR C LASSIFICATION -BASED S YBIL D ETECTION
In this section, we present BCSD. From the recent studies
[26] and [44], Sybil users in RenRen, a popular OSN in China,
can generate an exponential number of social connections with
the normal (or honest) users. In [73], it shows that the Sybil
users rarely establish social connections with other Sybil users
in RenRen. Therefore, only relying on the SGSD schemes
cannot effectively detect Sybil attacks since Assumptions 1
and 2 may not always hold. Therefore, some novel Sybil
detection schemes are desirable and should exploit some
promising features of Sybil attacks.
Recently, Wang et al. [44] investigate the OSN user’s
browsing and clicking habits, and differentiate the Sybil users
by comparing their abnormal behaviors with the normal users.
According to the data obtained from RenRen, the primary
OSN activities of users are selected as follows.
1) Befriending: Send, accept, or reject friend requests.
2) Photo: Upload photos, tag friends in the pictures, browse
photos, and comment on the photos.
3) Proﬁle: Browse profiles of other users.
4) Share: Share multimedia contents, including video,
photo, audio, contents, and website links.
5) Messaging: Update status, wall posts, send or receive
instant messages.
6) Blog: Post blogs, browse blogs, and comment on the
blogs.
According to the statistics, the primary activities of Sybil users
are friending (especially, sending friend requests), viewing
photos and profiles of others, and sharing contents with others.
On the contrary, the normal users spend a large portion of
online time to view photo, and perform other activities, such
as viewing profiles, sending messages, sharing contents with a
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similar frequency. Both Sybils and normal users share content
or send messages at similar frequencies. Note that sharing
content or sending messages are the common approaches
for Sybils to disseminate spam in OSNs. This observation
indicates that the traditional spam detection schemes cannot
simply leverage numeric thresholds to resist spam.
From Fig. 4, the click transitions could be modeled by
Markov chain with each state as a click pattern. Normal
users usually perform diverse OSN behaviors, and the transitions among states are really complicated. By contrast,
the Sybil users are involved in some specific activities in
a high frequency. To distinguish the SA-2, support vector
machine (SVM) [74], [75] can be adopted according to the
session features, such as average clicks per session, average
session length, average inter-arrival time between two clicks,
and average sessions every day, and the click features. The
preliminary results show that the Sybil detection accuracy
is high. In [44], three models (click sequence model, timebased model, hybrid model), which can cluster similar click
patterns, are built for the behavior classification. According
to some specific similarity metrics, the sequence similarity
graph can be established. Through graph clustering, the Sybil
users can be detected. The SVM-based scheme is supervised
learning tool, which requires a long-term training period.
To address this issue, an unsupervised learning scheme is
proposed, where only a small portion of click patterns of given
normal users as “seeds.” They color the normal clusters that
contain a seed sequence; otherwise, the uncolored clusters are
Sybil ones.
With crowdsourcing and social Turing tests, Wang et al. [76]
propose a distributed Sybil detection scheme, which significantly improves the detection accuracy. For a Sybil attacker, he
cannot pass “social Turing test” with different attack strategies.
Furthermore, crowdsourcing provides an adaptive platform for
normal users (e.g., “turker”) to complete the Sybil profile
detection with a reasonable cost. From the experiments in
[76], the accuracy of crowdsourcing Sybil detection under
the reasonable burden is almost as high as that performed
by “experts.” Some key factors (e.g., demographic factors,
temporal factors and survey fatigue, turker selection, and
profile difficulty) that may impact on the crowdsourcing Sybil
detection are provided. Obviously, the cost of a crowdsourcing
workforce is significantly low, which poses a new direction
for Sybil detection. In addition, some other BCSD schemes
[77] are proposed based on behavior classification. DSybil
[77] exploits the heavy-tail distribution of the classical voting
behavior from the honest users to detect Sybil identities. In
summary, these BCSD schemes can detect SA-2 according to
the user’s behavior learning and classification.
Strong Sybil attackers would penetrate into the social graph
and generate many social connections with the normal users,
which opposes the assumption of the SGSD. If Sybil attackers
are familiar with the normal user’s click patterns or habits, i.e.,
Sybil attackers could truly mimic the normal users, the BCSD
cannot effectively detect them as well. However, it is obvious
that Sybil attackers have to consume a large portion of time
to mimic the normal users so that the attack behaviors are
partially limited.
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VI. M OBILE S YBIL D EFENSE
In this section, we present Sybil defense schemes in mobile
networks. Without the global social graph for Sybil detection,
MSD aims to either detect SA-3 or restrict Sybil attacker’s
behaviors.
A. Friend Relationship-Based Sybil Detection (FRSD)
In a mobile network, due to the mobility and the lack of
global social graph information, Sybil defense is quite different
and difficult compared with that in the online networks.
Quercia and Hailes [27] propose an MSD scheme to match
mobile user’s communities and label the users from the Sybil
community as Sybil attackers. In [27], one assumption is that
each mobile maintains two lists: friend list containing the
trusted mobile users, and foe list with the untrusted users
in it. When two users are encountered in the network, they
match their communities. If a user is not in the trusted
communities, this user would be considered as a Sybil user.
In [78], Chang et al. also propose a Sybil defense scheme in
MSNs, assuming that the Sybil users and normal users exist in
different communities, and rely on the community matching
to detect the Sybil users. Therefore, leveraging friendship is
an effective solution to detect Sybil attackers. However, this
type of FR-MSD schemes requires mobile users to maintain
the trusted community information in advance.
B. Cryptography-Based Mobile Sybil Detection
Cryptography is another useful tool to facilitate Sybil
defense, especially for MSD, and can restrict Sybil attacker’s malicious behaviors. In this section, we present some
cryptography-based MSD (crypto-MSD) schemes based on
cryptography techniques to defend SA-3.
VANET is one kind of the internet of vehicles, characterized
by the high-speed mobility. When Sybil attacks are launched in
VANET, an added challenge in detecting SA-3 is the mobility
that makes it increasingly difficult to tie an attacker to the
location. To address Sybil attack issues in VANETs, Lin [22]
proposes an LSR scheme to resist local Sybil attackers and
mitigate zero-day Sybil vulnerability in sparse and privacypreserving VANET. The local vehicle users are not capable
to effectively detect Sybil attackers before they are revoked
by the TA. To this end, every user ui should sign on the
event that ui posts. Using group signature [79], if a user
signs on the same event for multiple times (e.g., more than
one), these signatures may be invalid. Then, the user can be
simply linked by other users and detected as Sybil attackers. In
[22], the Sybil report delay has been analyzed, while two-layer
and multilayer reportings are introduced to track the Sybil
attacker’s real identity and for the revocation at the TA’s side.
Since the pseudonym techniques are widely applied in wireless
and mobile networks, there are two sides to the pseudonyms:
on one hand, the pseudonym can protect legitimate user’s
real identity from being identified and linked; on the other
hand, the use of pseudonymous identities may hinder the Sybil
detection since it is quite difficult to trace the Sybil identities
from pseudonyms. Similarly, in [80] and [81], a malicious
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user pretending to be multiple (other) vehicles can be detected
in a distributed manner through passive overhearing by a
set of fixed nodes called road-side boxes. The detection of
Sybil attacks in this manner does not require any vehicle in
the network to disclose its identity; hence, privacy can be
preserved at all times. Triki et al. [82] explore the embedded
RFID tags on the vehicles and the short lifetime certificates
from roadside units (RSUs) to verify user’s authenticity. Some
observers (e.g., RSUs or vehicles) are involved in monitoring
the sensitive events to mitigate the false negative detection.
Furthermore, vehicles change their identities when they switch
to the communication region of another RSU instead of the
current one, achieving the unlinkability and privacy.
The advantages of IoT techniques ensure the smart shopping
applications available when users are in a commercial street
or outlet mall. Users can either use smartphones to query
the special offers or features of the surrounding stores with
smart shopping, or search in OSNs, such as eBay, Facebook,
and Twitter, to browse the reviews or service evaluation
from previous customers. Alternatively, local service providers
(LSPs) can gather the users’ comments and post them to the
nearby users via MSNs. Since no trusted authority is available
to establish trustworthiness between LSPs and users, Sybil
attackers in the local area could forge some positive reviews,
delete or modify the negative ones. From the perspective of
users, they could also act as an attacker to post fake reviews
as well. Therefore, Sybil attacks may maliciously manipulate
the system and degrade the quality of smart shopping.
To resist these Sybil attacks, Liang et al. [23] study
trustorthy in service evaluation of MSNs, and propose a TSE
scheme to facilitate the service review submission and limit
the Sybil attackers’ capabilities. Specifically, in TSE, LSPs
generate plenty of tokens to synchronize mobile users’ review
submissions. A user ui can tie his reviews with signatures
to only one token after receiving a token from either LSPs
or other users having similar profiles or preferences with ui .
The similar profiles and preferences help users build their trust
relationships in a local area. Then, the tokens can be circulated
among users to enable cooperative review submissions from
users with similar profiles or preferences. The efficiency of
signature and verification can be achieved with aggregate authentication techniques. The TSE also embeds the time stamp
into the review signature to prevent any user from modifying or
deleting the submitted reviews. In addition, every user adopts
pseudonym when submitting reviews. All pseudonyms for the
reviews in the same token are stored in a list for traceability on
a group Sybil attackers. If ui submits multiple reviews with
multiple pseudonyms, both LSP and other users can easily
verify it due to the group signature properties. Furthermore,
ui ’s real identity can be linked due to the revealed multiple
pseudonyms that ui uses. After publishing a token, the LSP
cannot omit this token once some reviews are negative to
the LSPs. In each token, the length of the review chain can
bound the LSP’s modification capability. For example, the LSP
has to be stronger to modify the existing review chain with
a longer review chain. With different token structures, such
as ring, chain and tree, it is difficult for SA-3 to modify
the posted reviews. It is because the established structure
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would be destroyed if any modification is made on this
structure. Besides the basic cryptography solutions, in [23], if
a user generates a massive number of reviews with the same
pseudonym in a short period, i.e., one time slot, other users
can easily detect his behavior. Therefore, Sybil attacks can be
effectively detected and the attacker’s behaviors are strictly
constrained.
C. Feature-Based Mobile Sybil Detection
Some specific features, such as channel characteristics [83],
[84] and mobility features, in mobile networks, could be
investigated to classify Sybil attackers and normal users. For
example, in a typical wireless network, channel features are
studied to effectively detect Sybil attackers [85]. An enhanced
physical-layer authentication is utilized, whereas the spatial
variability of radio channels is typical in indoor, and urban environments with rich scattering is exploited. The combination
of authentication and channel features detects Sybil attackers.
In practice, the proposed scheme is also feasible according to
the overhead of the sophisticated channel estimation schemes,
either independently or associated with other physical-layer
security schemes, like spoofing attack detection. In addition,
the received signal strength (RSS) is also used to detect Sybil
attackers in a static wireless network, such as wireless sensor
networks [86], [87]. If a node always receives the packets
with a similar RSS, the sender is probably a Sybil attacker.
Some other MSD schemes leverage mobile network features
to defend Sybil attacks. Geutte and Ducourthial [88] estimate
the amount of cheated nodes to measure the success rate of
Sybil attacks. They also evaluate the impact of transmission
power tuning from senders, whereas analyze the impact of
bidirectional antenna over omnidirectional antenna for the
receiver. Investigating the transmission signal difference, they
quantify the effects of different security assumptions on Sybil
attackers and the impact of antennas on the Sybil detection
accuracy. Yu et al. [89] also analyze the signal strength
distribution of vehicles, and adopt a statistical method to
cooperatively verify the location that a vehicle comes from.
Since the neighbors cooperatively measure the signal strength
of the specific vehicle, the location estimation accuracy can be
significantly improved. Abbas et al. [90] propose a lightweight
RSS-based Sybil detection scheme in mobile ad hoc network,
without centralized authority and dedicated hardware [e.g.,
directional antenna or global positioning system (GPS)]. This
lightweight detection scheme relies on the node mobility, and
sets the threshold to differentiate the node’s moving speed.
If any node moves much faster than the preset threshold, it
may be Sybil attackers. In summary, by investigating normal
user’s and Sybil attacker’s behaviors related to the mobility,
channel conditions, the SA-3 attackers can be differentiated.
The detection strategies would vary in different networks,
since the system features also significantly change.
Mobility is an important characteristic of mobile network,
and can be adopted to detect Sybil attackers in the mobile environment. Piro et al. [91] observe that in mobile
ad hoc network, the Sybil identities related to a single Sybil
attacker are bound to a single physical node. In other words,
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TABLE III
S YBIL D ETECTION : A C OMPARISON

a large number of Sybil identities move together. By monitoring the user’s mobility, Sybil identities can be detected.
Mutaz et al. [92] leverage the features of platoon to detect
the Sybils in VANETs. Therefore, defending Sybil attackers
through the system features is a promising approach where the
challenge is how to obtain the sufficient knowledge or features.
Park et al. [93] investigate the mobility of vehicle and rely
on the fact that the two vehicles rarely pass multiple RSUs
always at the same time. Correlating the vehicles and RSUs
in the spatial and temporal domains, Sybil attackers can be
identified.
In addition, the secure hardware [94] is used to validate
every user’s authenticity. Sybil attackers can only authenticate
themselves with the limited number of times, and the fake
identities cannot become legal. Although Sybil attacks can be
well resisted, the cost of this scheme is high. Therefore, it
would be used in the applications requiring the highest security
level. In [43], an identity fee-based Sybil defense is proposed,
relying on increasing the cost of identity maintenance. The
attackers have to spend more fees to launch a Sybil attack.
Zhang et al. [95] propose a resource testing scheme to detect
the overloaded users, which are probably Sybils. The resource
testing relies on the observation that the each user or attacker
would work on a single or limited number of devices. If a
Sybil attacker exists in the network, it might consume the
dramatic amount of resources, such as computation, communication, storage, and network bandwidths, to maintain the
created fake identities. Meanwhile, Li et al. [96] propose
an admission and retainment control mechanism to enforce
nodes to periodically solve computational puzzles. When these
dedicated resources can support each node, Sybil attackers
would not have adequate recourses to launch the attack. Therefore, the attacker’s capabilities are limited to some extent.
Reputation systems [97] could also be adopted to mitigate
Sybil attacks in mobile network [98], [99]. These Sybil detection schemes provide some challenges, such as hardware,
device resource, and reputation, to limit the Sybil attacker’s
behaviors.
In Table III, we summarize the existing Sybil defense
schemes with respect to some design principles. Toward Sybil
attackers in Section III, Sybil defense should leverage different
features to classify, detect, and resist Sybil attacks toward
different scenarios and networks.

TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF S YBIL D EFENSE IN MSN S AND OSN S

VII. R ESEARCH C HALLENGES
In this section, we present some research challenges and
potential solutions on Sybil defense.
A. Sybil Defense in MSNs
Although some off-the-shelf Sybil defense schemes could be
applied in MSNs, they cannot effectively detect Sybil attackers
due to the lack of global social graph or historical behaviors
for detection schemes to learn. Furthermore, the traceability
on the detected Sybil attackers may not be guaranteed due to
the dynamic mobility of MSN users. Unlike OSNs, the social
structure in MSNs is hard to obtain due to the dynamicallychanging network topology and privacy concerns, as depicted
in Table IV. The existing MSD schemes [22], [23] can either
partially differentiate Sybil attackers and normal users, or
design some cryptographic schemes, i.e., group signature, to
constrain Sybil attacker’s behaviors. One possible solution is
to explore the trust relationships among mobile users and
build a tightly connected local social structure. Furthermore,
the contact and location information should be taken into
account. Since the mobile Sybil attacker’s behaviors would
be related to their attack purposes, e.g., purposely generating
malicious reviews or spam but inactively participating in other
social activities, the mobile Sybil attacker’s mobility would
be differentiated from that of normal users. Furthermore,
the contact and location information of mobile users can be
obtained in MSNs. Therefore, more research efforts should be
put on the analysis of contact and location properties of mobile
users, which would benefit the Sybil defense in MSNs.
B. Privacy and Sybil Defense
Since many Sybil defenses, e.g., BCSD and MSD, tend
to study the user’s behaviors, such as clickstream, browse
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history, and contact, it is critical to address the privacy leakage
during Sybil defense, especially in a mobile environment.
For example, when the contact information is used to detect
SA-3, user’s contact history might be disclosed to others,
including mobile users, Sybil attackers or LSPs. Although it is
helpful to the Sybil defense, the leakage of user’s information
still violates their privacy. With the proper cryptographic
encryption, i.e., homomorphic encryption, it is possible to
hide the real information in the ciphertext and enable addition
or multiplication operations on the ciphertexts. However, the
computation and communication overheads have to be dramatically increased, especially in a mobile environment where
energy consumption is also a crucial issue for mobile users.
Alternatively, it is possible to explore user’s common profiles
and preferences, which reduce the privacy leakage, for Sybil
defense. The challenging issue is how to guarantee the Sybil
defense accuracy while preserving privacy.

C. Cooperative Sybil Defense
Due to the lack of sufficient knowledge or the capability
of users, Sybil defense may be ineffective and inefficient in
some scenarios. For example, in a mobile network, mobile
user’s capability is not as powerful as that on the server
side, or even weak compared with online users. One possible
and promising approach is the cooperation among servers and
mobile users for Sybil defense. The mobile users can detect
the suspicious Sybil users in the early stage via cryptographic
schemes, such as authentication of identities or user contacts,
event signatures, and local community structure. The mobile
users then report them to the servers with the corresponding
contact or other information. The centralized servers would be
an assistance to process the complicated operations, such as
user behavior learning, social graph or community detection.
The servers could take the advantages of the computation and
storage capability and confirm the Sybil detection from mobile
users. In addition, the cooperation among mobile users can
also facilitate the Sybil defense. With the cooperation, more
knowledge about Sybil attackers can be obtained for further
detection. Therefore, the cooperative Sybil defense should be
a promising tendency.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided a survey of Sybil attacks
and their defense schemes in IoT. Specifically, we have defined three types of Sybil attacks in the distributed IoT and
presented some Sybil defense schemes with the comparison.
The differential characteristics, including social structures and
behaviors, between Sybil attackers and normal users could
facilitate the Sybil defense. In addition, MSD can leverage
mobile network features, wireless channel characteristics, and
cryptography to resist Sybil attackers. We have also suggested
some open research issues such as Sybil defense in MSNs,
tradeoff between privacy and learning in Sybil defense, and
cooperative Sybil defense. We hope this survey will be useful
for further research and development in the IoT.
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